
Editorial Perspective 

WHITHER OIHEJ~ SYSJ:E1MS · OF· M.EDU!i:NE ? 
India, like other ancient civilisations of the 
world, had several highly evolved and. sophls 

ticated systems of medicine 'long before the 
advent of the so-called modern or allopathic system. 
Historical forces, such as the Greek and Muslim 
migration Into the subcontinent. brought with them 
~at other systems which flourished and grew, with a 

r~tual1ly beneficial cross-fertilisation of ideas and 
tet:hniques. Alongside these 'formal' . systems of 
Ayurveda, l.:lnanii and Siddha (formal in that they 
had written treatises and established universities for 
teaching and training), was the rich, varied and 
location-specific fore of folk medicine and folk 
psychiatry, based on [ocal plants, herbs and belief 
systems. Tribal medicine, and the home remedies of 
'Ajji cha batva' (grandmother's purse) faU into this 
category. Another vital' source of indigenous health 
care were the traditional midwives or 'dais', who 
.not only performed the important function of 
birthing, but aiso abortions, in addition to advice 
and aids for contraception. 

There is considerable controversy regarding 
the role of these systems 'and their practitioners 
in 'history, and iindeed about the impact of the 
arrlvs! of western medicine on them. Some scho 
lars argue that the latter was primarily responsible 
for the atrophy and decline of traditional medical 

c systems, even stating, that the British sought to 
t,_ systematica,fily destroy ther:n on the grounds that 

·. ,-.:.."'they lacked 'scientific' bases and were Wied with 
superstitious nonsense and positively harmful reme 
dies. Others feel that this is too ·simplistic a view, 
and that some of these systems were in decline 
long before western medicine arrived on the scene. 

This indicates the need for crlticel research 
into the socia.f, history of the P.re-allopathic systems 
of medicine. We need. to _understand their inter 
action within the sodo-pol-itica;f context of different 
historical periods. What. for instance, was their 
ideological framework, :· and· how did this reflect 
contemporary socio-ec·onoimic and political struc- 
~res ? The question of 'sclentlflclty- is also often 

,.., raised. But it can be established that even pre- ~_,.,,, 
allopathic systems were scientific, if the term 
means posing questions; seeking their answers 
through methodical study (using. the means available 
at the time) and accepting· a thing as true only 
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' if the same · res uH is· repeatedly derived. ·s ut this 
spirit of enquiry and experirnentation . seems to 
.have gradually declined. Why this happen_ed, 
whether it was the lack of concurrent technoloqical 
development to facilitate it, or due to socio-cultural, 
economic and polltlce! forces, is what must be 
determined. ,. 

In this context, it is worth consj,d~ring exactly 
how ·one measures the role of a given medlcai 
system, and how one assesses whether it has 
declined, remained or grown. One m~st address 
this question at two levels : first, at the level of 
theory. What is the extent and nature of wowth 
of the theoretical base, both in depth and breadth, 
over a period of time.? Second, at the level of 
practice, are the practitioners of a system growing 
in number, and ·hence the number of recipients of 
that type of care? 

Evidence shows that upto tndependencs, the 
availabHity of aHopathic treatment was largely limited 
to the cities and towns, and that too mainly to 
the higher socio-economic groups'. If this was the 
case, theri certainly the practice of other systems 
was not seriously affected since the ,majority of 
people, especiaHy the poor, continued to rely upon 
them. But at the level. of theory, the 'format' 
systems at least seem to have suffered from stasis and 
decline, and perhaps because of the following two 
reasons : one, state patronage by Indian monarchs, 
which had provided the chief source of support for 
theoreticians and researchers, was not forthcoming 
from the ·British. ·Two, the g,rowing. intel!lectual 
domination of western science and thought, 
especially among the Indian elite, reduced the 
Ieg,itimacy and credibiility of nonallopathlc systems. 

This 'situatlorr did not chanqa drastically even 
after independence. Fhe cor:mmitment of the post 
Independence l'eadership to 'modernising' 'India, to 
promote (Western) science and t~chnology in the 
country, and to provide 'modern' health services 
to alil, ensured that state patronage would con 
tinue to be given to alllopathy, whose practitioners 
had by then become a powerful ·;tabby alongwith 
the pharmaceutical industry. Only the residue of 
the Swadeshi movement, and those leaders· (like 
Gandhi) who were fervent advocates bf indigeni 
satlon, ensured the aHoca'tion of some limited 
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resources for the development and strengthening 
of other systems of medicine. 

Notwlthstandinq this, the . status of traditional 
systems is fraught with confusion and subject to 
perlodic swings. The major trends, however,_ seem 
to be the following : 

The 'synthesis' school of thought which arques 
that the best of each system-including a(i(opathy 
shou ld be studied and combined to create a 
'National System of Medicine' (this manifests the 
heavy influence of the Chinese model). lihe 
'purists' feel that this is both impossible and fatal 
to the future of traditional medicine. Fatal because 
it would result in the irrevocable decay of the non 
allopathic systems, since allopathy would dominate 
both theory and practice; and irnposslble because 
the conceptual frameworks of the different systems 
are inherently incompatible, and thus they cannot be 
studied or evaluated using an alien methodology. 
Each system must be left severely alone to go in 
its own dirnctio,n. Sti:lil others argue that the whole 
question of "system' is irrelevant; what ls needed is 
a safe, effective and affordable range of thera 
peutics for use in mass health care. If traditional 
medical systems have useful remedies which fit the 
bill, then they should be utiliseo without recourse 
to phllosophlcat arguments. flnail:(y, the 'rnodemists' 
within traditional medicine feel that the only way to 
restore their legitimacy is to apply the techniques 
of modern science to research and standardise 
these therapies and remove the cloak of mysticism 
from about them. 

These differing andi sometimes warring schools 
are scrabbling for a slice of an already minute cake. 
The last four decades have witnessed' the g.rowth of 
a plethora of indigenous medical schools, professi 
ona,I bodies, and research centres. 

At the same time, these indigenous institutlons, 
their teachers, students, researchers and admini 
strators, generaHy suffer from an inferiority complex 
vis-a-vis their aHopathic brethren. A 'keeping up 
with the .Joneses' syndrome thus develops, based on 
the ratlonale that by acq,ufring the characteristics of 
allopathy, the indigenous systems wHI regain 
recognition. One example of this is the widespread 
use of allopathic drugs by indigenous practitioners, 
made possible by the relatively easy availabHity and 
rapid action of these drugs. Non-allopathic practi 
tioners argue that with the spread of and exposure 

. to attopathv, people have become impatient with 
the slower-acting indigemous therapies which, if 

properly prescribed and taken, demand more from 
the patient (like dietary and Hfe-style changes) t~an 
ailllopathic treatments. This is also an interesting 
comment q,n, the ma,rketing strategies and ethics of 
the aillopathic pharmaceutical indus.try.. Another sig1n 
is the •me too' phenomenon ln the grnwing, indi 
geno,us dru,g industry, which is developing, produc 
ing and mai~keting non-alllopathic drugs and' phar 
maceuticals at a rapid rate-particularly vitamins, 
tonics and restoraitives. 

Therefore, whUe the indigenous medici~ 
intiastructure is larger and stronger than it ~as ~t · 
independence, it suffers from the same diseases 
which afflict modern medicine in I ndia-commer 
cialisation, mystification, professionalisation, rising 
costs and.eueatlve bias. The only difference, perhaps, 
is that its controHing elite ls more fragmented and 
less cohesive in its functioning and goals. 

What, then, is the role of the various indigen 
ous system in a people's health system? Should 
they all' be clubbed together or does each one have 
a distinct and separate role ? And what of Homeo 
pathy, another imported system which has taken 
firm root in [ndla and provides 'an important 
aitematlve especially in urb~n areas? Obviously, 
aH these questions must be researched and cannot 
be fully answareo at this point, but we can review 
existing, inforn1,ation to throw some light on them. 

For instance, it ,is useful to look at the ways in 
which people actualily utMise these different sys1:ems 
(where they are available) at grassroots level, to -.._ 
see if these use-patterns ·provide some clues. A Y 
few studies of this type were undertaken in the -~· 
'fifties·and the 'sixties ,in Punj.ab, UP and Karnataka. 
Interestingly, most .of them found one common 
thread : people's use of a,l,ternatiVe health care 
sources was higfrly rationa,1. By andi large, aHopathy 
was used for acute conditions and for th·ose dis 
eases where it. offered known cures-such .as TB, 
mafaria, and:,infectious diseases. Ayu,rvedlc, Unani 
and herbal treatments were sought for chronic 
ai1lrnents Hke skin diseases where these systems 
offer far more effective therapies than a,(ilopathy. 
And home.remedies or folk cures were resorted to 
for simple self-Hmi,ting complaints like colds, coughs, 
diarrhoeas and fevers. Of course several factors,,,. ,,,,._ 
like cost, distance, attitude and behaviour of thej"--~' 
providers ,influenced {perhaps more strong,ly than / 
cure-efliect alone) the choices people made. But 
essentia,lly, the strengths, · weaknesses and relative 
benefits of. each system seem to be perceived quite 
clearly by people. 
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L:Jnfortunately, there is a growing fee'ling 
(though little documented evidence) that this 
situation has undergone considerable change in the 
past decade or two. One of the main reasons is · 
the greater penetration of allopathy' into rurnl 
areas as a result of the overproduction of MBBS 
doctors who find private practice unlucrative in 
the saturated city market and opt for rural areas as 
comparatively profitable. This phenomenon has re 
sulted not only in increased availability of allopathv 
in the rural, private sector, but also an exposure 
~ .. its rapid-fire remedies. Thus more and more 

pg,ple have been 'hooked' onto treatments which 
aht" either wrongful applications or overuse of 
valuable, even life-sevlnq interventions. The prime 
examples are the preference for injections over 
oral medication and the demand for overnight cures 
which bring. their own costs through widespread 
drug-resistance and toxic side effects. 

/ 

What then are the tasks ahead of us if we 
wish to rid indigenous and other systems of me 
dicine of their present His and make them part of 
a radical people-based health care system? 

First and foremost, it is clear that no changes 
within these systems nor in their role in health 
care can occur without corresponding changes 
in the role and nature of allopathy. The battle on 
both these fronts must be based on similar stra- 
tegies : major structural changes in the socio-eco 
nomic-political system which controls and shaoes 
(or distorts) all of medicine and health care. 

r Within the health care sector, the following 
-)..'-steps would then perhaps bring us closer to the 
,'-.:goal : first, demystification and popularization of 
all medicail knowledge, regardless of system. This 
may in fact be easier with traditional medicine, 
whose basic concepts are closer to people's 
beliefs and health culture than those of modern 
medicine. Second, the trend of professionaHsation 
must be reversed. Since a, significant part of 
indigenous therapeutics is based on herbs and 
dietetics, they lend themselves to decentralised 
cultivation, production and distribution. Axiomati 
cally, the commercialisation of traditional drugs 

, ,:;"'- and pharmaceuticals, particularly .for producting 7 
'-- useless vitarnlns .a'.nd tonics, must be stopped. 

. _,J.~s should only be permitted where the economy 
'l"'_;;.:. of scale and" ~ieo-cfimatic limitations favour cen- .._ 
~ tralised production, and that too for really useful 

remedies which are needed for mass health care. 
This will keep indigenous medicines within people's 
reach, and discourage the growing consumerism 

which is ~being, cultivated by vested interests in 
order to market phony, expensively-packaged 
medicaments. Finaf1ly, a massive re-education of 
the people is necessarv to wean them from 
dependence on the rapid-fire cures which unsc 
rupulous practitioners {especially of alilopathy) have 
used to win their faith. 

flnal!ly, there is one more important issue 
which must be examined with reference to d,r:idi 
genous systems of medicine : the question of ger:ider 
bias. Sexism in indigenous systerns is a completely 
uncharted area which demands exptoradon .. Much 
has been written about th'a ger:ider-biases in the 
theory and practice of modern medicine, but how 
do other systems view women? This question 
must be studied at three levels : 1 ) 'Is there a 
gender bias in the conceptuatisatlon of women's 
health and disease in other systems? 2) ,Is there 
a sex-distinction in their therapeutics and in the 
deHvery of care to women? and 3) Is there 
discrimination against or declmaticn of women 
practitioners of indigenous systems, ,including folk 
and tribal medicine? And if so, am pressures 
arising from within the system, or from the spread 
and influence of allcpathv? 

There is an urgent need to study these ques 
tions and, if necessary, sensitise r:ion-alilopatbic 
systems to the special health .problems and needs 
of women. This is aH the more crucial, since 
traditionally, popular medical knowledge and 
wisdom was largely the preserve of women, but 
this rich resource is being eroded and' lost. Organ 
ised medicine systema,ticaHy discredits it, wi,thowt 
offer,iing an adequate substitute. Th us WOlitlen are 
losing their traditional' source of self-care (especiaHy 
poor women), but wi,th nothi!ng to replace it but a 
grow~ng, dependence on a heakh system which 
throws them its crumbs. '· 

In this issue, we present artiC'les which focus 
on the debates and controversies about tradidonal 
medicine, its role and relevance. D'hruv Mankad 
attempts a dialeeticat analysis, using the Chinese 
experience as an ililustration. Sujit Das and Smarnjit 
Jana's analysis presents a contrasting view. R.avi 
Pathak describes the grass-roots practi,tioners' 
perspectives. We 'have also reproduced two, articles 
from Social Science and Medicine, 'Roger Jeffrey's 
which gives an historical account of the polfoies 
towards indigenous healers, and Catherine Mac 
Donalds' which examines the poHtica,f economy of 
traditions! systems. In addition, we present Anant 
Phadke's article which looks at the role of doctor's 
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organisations {n the context of their recent struggles 
(this article was held over from the previous issue). 
We hope these articles will stimulate further 
discussion and research. 

- S,r,ilatha Batliwala 
Beach Towers 
P. Balu Ma,rg 
Prabhadevi 
Bombay 
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